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- the microcosm of whole nation . We talk of nation,
II .The .movement to reapportion described .
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III . .The basic facts of apportionment and •re

	

ive 'gov .
IV . The present crisis is five crises : i

1 . The crisis as simple political disorder .
2 . The philosophical crisis (egal&mechanisticJ
3. Crisis of federalism
4. Crisis of the Rule of Law
3. Crisis of Court power

V. This may be a watershed of the political and
constitutional order .

VI . The legal, federal, and rule of law aspects can
be put &snide to explain the political and philsophical

VII. What is behind the drive for -pops districts?
Assertions and fallacies :

1 . To get rule by majority .
2 . To accomplish equality .
3 . To get better city government .
4. To achieve better race relations
5 . To benefit a poli tj cal party
6 . To benefit unions,
7 . To benefit a faction
8. To get better government in general .

VIII . The reformulation of the problem :
What do we want from apportionment systems : Better
representative government . And what is better rep .govt .?

1 . Representation of communities . (responsible)
2 . Representation of interests
3. Representation of free groups of persons,

individually choosing their side .
To sum up : Community apportionment

Functional apportionment
Free apportionment

IX. How would i t work?
One House : 40-20-40 (1007) (one man-one vote)
Senate -- small council (3 areas, limited vote in eact

This should be the kind 6f'goal towards which we ssd .work
Other plans, such as the present Michigan one, should
~e weighed 6n this balance .

X. Conclusion : society does not prosper or progress
ßy the magic of slogans but by better organization,
coming from the accurate analysis of pe+ human
behavior and possibilities . To make the vote
count, #!-cannot be mode-egee6 done by trying to
make it equal . It counts by being made meaningful,
and by being given a total direction to aim at .
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Voting in itself is simple enough . You vote or you

donft vote . But making the vote count is a problem with a

thousand angles . One, and only one, of the angles has to do

with apportionment and that particular angle is complicated

enough and controversial enough to bring the American

constitutional system to the III& brink of disorder .

The story of a constitutional crisis now occurring,

whose history a generation

larger thanthe Cuban crisis of last year, goes back

to a fact known to all persons who have ever been

slightly interested in the subject . If a man compares the

population of h's State Senate or Assembly district with the

population of the next, it is likely to be considerably
or

	

big
larger

	

smaller .

	

If a,4city manLor_ suburbanite

his district is likely to be larger than the State average ; ifv
a town or country man, his district will be smaller . He may

be inclined to say "So what?" Or he may not like it . If he

doesn't like it, he has a good part of the American 4udiciary

on his

	

ide but he may also find his instinctive

reaction

	

a number of consequences of dire portent for

his view of mankind, the

	

rule of law

in America, and the federal system of government .

In April of last year, the Supreme Court handed down a

now-famous decision, in the case of Baker v . Carr . Six

justices wrote separate opinions, two of which were vigorous

dissents . For sixty years Tennessee had not reapportioned the

State legislature ; the populations of the districts had changed .

will surely loom

27
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and the legislature had ignored the Tennessee Constitution

which pr commanded it to reapportion in accord --

with populatio Deriodicali . The Court declared that

before t .t ANWOM

2 .

citizens of the State might bring such a case

on the question whether they who lived in the heavily

populated districts might not be denied the equal protection

of the laws guarantied {tam by the Fourteenth Amendment .

iiiiWhereupon the case was v1M& returned to the lower court
S pt c.

for determination on its merits, and akspate of litigation

on similar issues occurred throughout the country .

Without admitting it, the Court veered from a history of

aloofness on questions of apportionment . It had long held

them to be matters solely of State politics and law . Over

the vociferous protests of Justices Frankfurter and Harlan,

the Court now held that it had jurisdiction over State

apportionment systems so far as the federal Constitution

was involved and that cases of the Tennessee type were

	

-
T~,

	

`'a in- uns' ft,& O Ccaofto( tic AY^'% tk,aT -U'M " `+b;`
04-h c o~~ ~•.justiciable in the federal cou JL+-"Da/Furthermore it p

4t-j"4	..;7
indicated that it could see n the populations of

legislative districts a possible violation of equal protection

of the laws

	

Justice Stewart, in a concurring opinion,
ft.arw~

tried t

	

the

	

decision

	

involy

r the population districting question, butin the months

his words have been without visible effect,

The,e'ourts by the end ff 1962 had forced apportionment

along population lines in twelve States, vie They were

moving towards final decisions in five . And in three, they

had resisted efforts to reapportion .

	

The variety of

cases was bewildering . In Wisconsin, a legislature that



3 .

had delayed periodic apportionment for a couple of years

was narrowly escaped being disbanded by the court ~

ep@6 In Michigan, the Senate elections were

	

t

order of the State Supreme Court, and were

saved by the last minute intercession of Justice Stewart .

These elections were based on an apportionment approved
u-e

	

kA4)
in~popular referendum of 1952~at the same time~lMlst a

system of apportionment asking an equal-districts set-up
AeCiSiV!,

for both Senate and House wassreje ted by the same popular

electorate .

Whe all the ramifications of Baker_ v, Carre

exposed, the conlusion is inescapable ; the courts are

managing a veritable coup d'etat . They are seizing

upon a doctrine of equal-populations districts held by

some Americans and making it into the law of the land . They

have begun to subject the legislatures of all the States

to a uniform rule of basic apportionment . The implication)

moreover,, extend directly into the House of Representatives

and Senate of the United States . And further) if apportionment -t"

can be read into the federal Constitutions it has been in

the extended interpretations being given to Baker v, Carr),
cad

no State ConstitutionAno

will be free from judicial amendment

State

review writers, both for and against

agreed that Baker v . Carr may

institution

at will . te Law

acuth e courtsrt
t
~s ~~
e"

are ,

rank with Marbury v, Madison tom,.

the American governmentalIVA-

	

literally
order .

	

,courts canxbe tyrants : that it, they can 44 .epa44.y

destroy theme rule of law by extreme Jedicial law-making .

They can be centralists by recklessly breaking down federalism .

Aw
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Once all this is done, it is of little consolAtion to

know that the judiciary does not have the capacity for

enduring paramouncy . For always behind the

scenes stands the executive powe i5 vlWW* whose, path,

once cleared of the debris of ederal decentralization

and legislative checks and balances, lies clean and

straight towards despotism .
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phe

	

urtsAhave had

	

historical misrepresentation, a

	

~
vague myth of numerical equality, and a few notorious malapportionmerTi

op té ~

	

~^ eapportion m enrtionmenthavecr'an .ed oth di ilg nts
riot wavy,

housewives of the League of Women Voters to sophisticated lawyers and

political science professors, Labor unions and municipal associations

are 49PIP6 among the prominent backers of W*1!MMWw change to equal-

population population districts . WNW An Oregon legislative comnittee,4®oi

faced with 411b heavy demand for information, put out an

a mere

"Apportionment Do-It-Yourself Kit" . IM The legislators cannot

in many cases ; so many people believe that apportionment is

matter of numbers and, .~ arithmetic . It is as if the employees

of General ~i

	

discovered that there were half a hundred Si alA

factories and _mmi decided that each should have an equal number of

workers ; then, not content with suggesting this as an idea, TT

they set themselves to apportioning the {4W quarter-million employees

into equal districts .

The psychology and policy behind the movement to reapportion, and

unfortunately behind the majority of

	

judicial

opinions on the subject • are simple to the point of absurdity .

To realize this, one must understand thoroughly the meaning of

apportionment . Apportionm4kt is the dividing of a State (or any other

M jurisdiction) into districts

	

so that the quali fied

to the legi sla4e .people of each district can elect one or more members

The constitutional provisions regarding the apportionment formula are

a primary power of the government and are initially adopted after a

political debate on the merits of various systems .

	

It is not a judi O cial

question for the Simple and basic reason that the structure of government

is not a judicial question . There are different opinions and the final

r
formula is a settle-ent of the

	

nflicting	beliefs

and interests involved ./

` interests are involved in vwmA~ State apportionments .

Mjda fyporßo

	

~,ujever~ ïs a Eefwn•~ ~`~~~S14t ;
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First of all, men generally seek to represent communities in the

apportionment . So they allot seats to existing governmental units,
little

such as counties or towns . This is often done with$ regard for the

different numbers of people in each ,,jurisdictio_n . The important

motive i s to see the natural c < < un?i ty represented . This i s the

ancient "borough and shire" kind of representation that underlay the

English Parliament from its earliest days to very recent times .

Second, functions are important, but since 1Arerican * apportionment

has not been thou`ht thro uth since the nineteenth century, the kind

of function most adequately provided for has been agriculture . That is,

in an agricultural State, the functional or task-oriented basis of

repvresentation and apportionment is rather heavily tied to farming

and these in turn are distributed around the territory equally . Hence

both community representation and representation by territorial surveys

of districts more or less of equal population can serve to represent

the agricultural community fairly well . 0

However, a third kind of factor in apportionment iS people jqm~r

in themselves . Here is *here the danger lies . For people in themselves

scarcely exist . They are members of various community and associati oal
as citizens

groups ; the more activeethey are, the more likely they play their part

as group members rather than individuals . They are connected with

community councils, churches, unions, businesses, business associatios,

charities, planning associations, and, of/course, political parties .
-Five

Probably aIr less than am per cent of Americans even know the name
-, A

of their State

	

assemblymen. To say, therefore, that people

and people alone--- that is, people as sheer numbers -- should be the

sole or even largely the basis of the apportionment of seats in an
un

	

but even serves Com~

	

S
aseembly is not only ealistic,

	

block' the

representation of anybody except a small group of politicians and

their cohorts who operate as individual speculators in the political

4t
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To understand this requires considering the biggest argument

that the forces for reapportionment have advanced . The big cities,
4 e heart of

they say, who are

	

the new metropolitla America, are cheated

of their Inownw-just power and cannot

	

r

	

solve

their problems . Now in the first place,`

	

city power depends

only partly on its representation . Th e "worst"r

	

~

	

`large

city in the country has been Atlanta, Georgia, which is also one of

the best-governed cities . A host of pressure groups in State legislatures

originate in the cities . In one way or another they

see to i t that the cities,m or at least4-çertain groups in the

cities such as welfare associations, business groups,

labor unions, churches, and so on, get representation in one war another,

despite the apportionment system .(kFurthermore, it remains to be

proven that the legislators who are not from the higgest city or

cities of the State are hostile to the genuine improvement of the

cities . Off hand, one would think so ;

search for valid prod*,h-as cast heavy doubt

	

the belief .

I found, for example, that the City of Nashville, Tenne lees had

prepared elaborate charts showing that when all the Msmaller

population districts were compared with all the bigger-population

districts, the smaller got a higher per capita share of education funds .

This was the sort of evidence argued in the Tennessee

apportionment case that ended in Baker v . Carr andthe subsequent

reapportionment of Tennessee . But I compared the

	

percentage

I used to assume so ; but a

of families At earning under $3000 a year in the various counties and

discovered that the pforer the counties the more State education

funds they received . Is not that a case for, rather than against,

the existing system of apportionment? Are the big city advocates



government because

State legislature Hut, to and behold,

	

Eke a number of

the largest cities of the country are losing population relative

to the rest of the State and particularly in relation to the
tierefore the same cities will shhrtly have the seats to which their #population''
suburb~;A By the logic of the numberelogists, when

	

"entitles"them .

this point of time

7
4T

intending ~ discriminate ets against the p

	

mol ler cities and

country? One would think so from some of the

9 '.'hereupon one would have to admit that ia the constitutional authorities

in some States were probably correct in preventing any city of the

State from commanding a majority of seats in the State legislature .

This would be power compounded several times over, for the cities,

easier to organize, more compact, and more likely to be commanded

by a machine can do more with any majority of seats than might any

combination of less urban counties. It would be of benefit to a party

machine, not to the cities as a whole, it must be

insisted . The two are not the same . Cut a city up into equal

population districts and you create bailiwicks managed by and for

politicians -- this has long been the case and has not produced

good government in American cities . T1 increase the number of such

seats is not likely to improve the situation . It would worsen it .

The advocates of the big cities« problems are well-meaning

testimony and argumentation .

but mistaken when they pursue the route of equal-population districts O
You *cannot arrange community, functional, or even free representation

with such an apportionmenta for the equal populations are only lr~

possible 5y slicing hp all natural social groups by curve instruments .
Furthermore, they ignore population changes too .

ave bee
The

ntitled to more s

	

lacking them,

	

y have suffered bad

all%#-
able to swing their weight in tie

arrives, the - l-u grave problems of the

metropolis will be solved . The cities will get their due ; good

government will flourish ;

	

well-paid teachers will

teach under the best of physical conditions ; and all will escape from



rural bondage .
however

Another bogey man is rising to plague the citie

	

The suburbs

are the areas.d1JPE= with the most populous districts . They, in

the terms of the numerologists, are the worst off of all . And,

therefore, they will get the most seats under reapportionment

by equal numbers . What will the distinguished new suburban legislatorrs

do? They will discriminate against the cities . They will appose

many a solution of city tax, planning, racial, recreational,

educational, transportation, and public health problerrrS. The city

fathers will probably then go to the country representatives and

enlist them against the suburbs . The end result ;situation worse

than ever .

If the advocates of numerical equality were once

from their ideological inebriation, they would

S-

he

	

the metropolito community

solution ofAban

	

depend giving recognition

to the metropolitan community as a whole . I shoul prefer to

seek a solution of metropolitan problems with a delegation of ten

proportional representation) and by major interest

sobered

these facts .

total or anization . "o

members from the whole metropolitan district, chosen at 1sârge,
n suburban _

than with a motley group of

	

city regislators atfitW= chosen

iqM from meaningless but equa opulation districts . More than this

necessary in the long run . The enduring and most efficient awisttea

apportionment would permit not ony the representation of the

metropolis as a whole but would reinforce that total representation

of the City with persons elected by free constitutencies (that is,

groups within the

city
F-1~

based on natural neighborhoods and occupational groups .

The whole State should indeed be apportioned on these three

bases ultimately the community seats, the functional seats of

the major economIC-social groupings *of the State, and the free seats

tn apportionment

5

	

wd
Tled by whatever groups and personal groups can command a sizeable fraction of

the public .

seek to

is



countryealize at

greatest and most

9,

These are questions for deliberate s

	

, planning, and action . They

cannot bepersons far removed from politics . They are problems

for constitutional conventions, high-1Qvel civic groups, and farsighted

political party councils . Meanwhile, to

	

press for mecharitally

constructed districting can only serve to accentuate the atomistic
ndividial politicians

facel(Ss disorganization of modern society . Few will benefi , although

benefits r*y be alleged and promised

	

many .

The f JIt

	

tasks of State legislators are insufficiently known

If their work were more understood, people and courts would be less

eager to sweep aside their organization and structure . There is absolutely

no evidence that the quality of legis

	

t
w~ill~,,be -roved by the

	

me

IT proposed large-scale redistricting . The legislators have the job of

c~

	

Qrepresenting the State 4AW as a whole and such groups as they belong tom
and controlling c,P'? L

they eiwt have the task 6f planning legislation, of investigatin /the
L'

	

e_11~
executive establishment, and of managing 9l* a complicated human

organization to do all of these things . It would be most iapoodwort

unfortunate to wreck this operating structure for an abstract *gIL idea

of unknown and

	

consequen es .

It is therefore all the more urgent

	

the judiciary of the

	 own
consensus of legally & and socially informed persons

should be the occasion for such a legislative leap .

When furthermore the interest to be profoundly

nolicy is the fundamental American institution of federalisr- ,

hey are

selling our birthright for a ness of potage .
A
They are taking one of

the greatest legislative leaps in the history of A,,,erican jurisprudence
a misunderstood Q,.,,d `4

on behhlf of

	

dangerous cause . Only the

urgent issues,d

	

seen and understood by an objective

weakened by that

such

action must be construed, without exaggeration, as a coup d*eta t_by the

courts . The

	

AMerican federal system rests on four

piirlars --- an independent election system, an independent judiciary,



an independent àwMong ;ower to tax, and an independent police
L1

power . To remove fro-. the State constitutions and legislahres

10-
the right to determine the apportionment base of theitirepresentative

system shatters a principal foundationt of State government .

confirming

are about to occur . It would

/-

traditional and fully legal structure
I

	

a of state

apport - hment f le islatures

ha t

arrogated to themselves the power to m k

seem most fittin-- and

?lation in the

largest sense . They further attacked t .e Foundation of 4W

f eralism . "sI :lWe ultimate CI'"A .(,

?roper therefore

for all persons understanding the basic issues at stake !~! to

urge the State legislatur~Jto act by resolution and legislation in
cAC'W -firt o

	

0 •~
defense

	

organiz7
`
w titin citizen grouts

,

by Personal conversation and action

-~ o frustrate what may turn out to be one of the most MfVr~o v S
d

periods of American const•tutional

d*f;4;OX-&j

tarir own

hi story .



etc .

Possible boxes that might run alonside the

article "Making the Vote Count," by Alfred de Grazia

1 . A gerrymander : This is malapportionment . It can

be banned by a court, either State or lee federal, when

flagrantly discraiitinatory, as in the Tuskegee case .

Z . How a computer could apportion a State (see mss, p . 4-5 of

Chapter 1 .

3 . Tennessee irrationality and New York rationality --

chart on p . 15 a Chap . III

4 . Box comparing the Michigan electorate referendum

on two contrasting apportion..ent proposals using

material from pp 3 ff Ch .VI .

5 . How the States are presently apportioned (p7,Ch .IV)
I

(possibly plus statistics on, how rapidly cha

	

is

occurring normally and under forced draft)pp,8-12,Ch1V .

J

l1

n

	

-,
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